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FOREWORD,

A significant development, and to many of us in legal education
disturbing one, in the last two years has been the emergence of pro-

p sals and efforts to control or influence law school curricula by court
le. I believe that these efforts armisteken. They imperil a long-
anding allocation of functions among the bar, the judiciary, and the
'hools, upon which much of the achievement of the schools arid_ thes

r

p ofession rests.

These efforts are, in part, the product of a conviction very
widely held, in the bar, bench and law schools, that legal education

t provide more and better "lawyer skills" trail ing. This is mostMU

commonly understood as training in the arts of li igation, instrument
drafting, interviewing and negotiation. I am symOthetic to much that
is said in support of these proposals-. I would feel happier, I must
admit, if some teachers and practitioners were quicker to recognize
-that the arts of reading, writing and reasoning are today, as in the
past, basic lawyer skills.

These efforts are also a product of a sincere concern about
the competency of lawyers in the courtroom, to which we all must attend.
These proposals'deserve, therefore, a thoughtful response. There must
be a search for alternatives that will prove more effective and less
destructive. I believe that .the bench, bar, legal education and the
public have been exeedingly.well served in that search by the Associa-
ti4n's Special Committee on Admissions to the Bar, chaired by Dean
Harry H, Wellington of the Yale Law School. At its May 21 and 22,
1976 meeting, the Executive Committee received and unanimously approved
the Special Committee's report. I commegid the Committee's report .to
your consideration,

Francis A. Allen " of
President; Association of'American

Law Schools



REPORT ON THE CLARE COMMITTEE PROPOSAL FOR RULES OF
ADMISSION TO THE FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS

IN THE SECOND CIRCUIT

Charge to the Committee and Interest4of the Association

At its August 10 and 11, 1974 meeting, the Executive Committee
established the Special Committee on.Law School Course Requirements for
Eligibility for Admission to the Bar, subsequently renamed the Special
Committee on Admissions to the Bar. This'committee was initially
chaired by Thomas Ehrlich, then Dean of the Stanford Law School, and
is now chaired by Dean Harry H. Wellington of the Yale Law School.
The committee was charged with the respOnsibility, among other things,
of exploring the implications for legal education and in particular
the Association's member schools in the proposal then being, examined ;,

by the Special Committee on Qualifications to Practice in the Federal '

District Courts of the Second Circuit, which was appointed by Chief
Judge Irving R. Kaufman and chaired by Robert L. Clare, Jr., tsq. of
New York City (hereinafter referred to as The Clare Committee).

The purpose of the Association of American Law Schools is
the improvement of the legal profession through legal education." AALS
Bylaw Section 1-2. While as. individual law teachers we shre the con-
cerns of other lawyers with all questions bearing on the health of our
profession and the quality of-legal services provided to the public, as
law teachers and members of this committee our primary concern is with
the implications of,the Clare Committee proposal for legal education.

The Clare proposal, which mandates certain course require-
Rents for admission to the federal bar, raises concerns for the AALS
bath about the financial impact on the schools and about the resulting

,curricular inflexibility Tor dealing with changing conditiohs.- We are
aware that the Clare proposal does not require that the specified
training and education be obtained in law school. Unlike Rule 13
of the Indiana Supreme Court, which mandates 13 specified law school
subjects that must have been taken by candidates for admission p'the
bar of Indiana, the Clare Committee proposal would permit an applicant
for admission to the District Courts of the Second Circuit to obtain
the necessary training and education in law school or after graduation
An an approved.coptinuing legal education program. However, it is our
judgment thatsinformed and prudent law students will want to take the
necessary courses in law school that will qullify him or her to be
admitted to the federal district courts. Adoption of the rule, in the
Second Circuit alone would have national effects. Given the special
business, financial and governmental importance of the courts of the
states iR the Second Circuit and given the mobility of law students
and lawyers, few law students would be confident that they would never
want to be admitted to practfCe in the District Courts of the Second
Circuit. Therefore, the great majority of, if not virtually all, law
students in all of our member' and American Bar Association approved
law schools will want to take the course work specified in the Clare
rule. See Ehrlich, A Critique of the Proposed NewAdmission Rule for
District Courts in the Second Circuit, 51 A.B.A.J. 1385 (November, 1975).

4
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The Clare Committee Proposal and its Factual Premises

The rules for admission in the nine districts ih the Second
,Circuit Have been substantially the same. .The.applicant must be a
member-in good standing of the bar of the state in which the district

is situated. Upon filing written application, paying a $2 to $8
filing fee, and, in certain of the districts, furnishing additional
information, the attorney is admitted to practice in the district.
This past December the Northern and Western Districts of New York
adopted the rules for admission proposed by the Clare Committee.

The final report of the Clare Committeecarri4 forward the
present professional and educational requirements that a person be.a
member of the bar of the state in which the Federal District Court .

is situated. In addition, the committee recommends that the "applicant
either. haS successfully completed a course of study'in an educational
institution [defined as an ABA approved law school or any institution
providing CLE thats approved by the Court's Committee on Admissions],
before or after admission to the bar5,covering the following subject
matters or has met the standards or requirements,prelCribed or deemed
equivalent by the Committee on Admissions in the following subject

matters: (a) Evidence; (b) Civil Procedure, including.Federal Juris-
diction, Practice and Procedures; (c) Criminal Law and Procedure; (d)
Professional, Responsibility;. and (e) Trial Advocacy." "Trial Advocacy"

is'defined as B !course of study undertaken while attending,'or after,
graduation from law school, in which the students, Under supervision
of a member of the bar in siulated or actual litigation, participate
in various phases of trial w . Superyision must have been provided'

,by lawyers who are familiar wi h.litigation."

Public attention was called to the adequacy of trial advocacy

by Mr. thief Justice Warren E. Burger's Sonnett Lecture at Fordham
University in November, 1973 and was reenfocced by Chief Judge Irving
R, Kaufman's address to the New York County Lawyers Association two

weeks later. In January, 1974 Chief Judge Kaufman appointed the Clare

Committee.

The Clare Committee's report reflects much of the public

discussion of this question. The quality of performance of trial ad-

vocates is discussed i4 terms of competence and incompetence, inad-
equacy and need for improvement in the level of performance. The Clare

Committee concludes that "all of the evidence demonstrates that incom-
petence exists, attributable to lack of proper training, and that the

ppblic is deceived when the court admits unqualified attorneys tb

pfactice."

To the extent that the Clai.e Committeeis speaking df "in-
competence," then with respect to criminal cases the question of the
violation of an accused's rights under the Sixth Amendment,immediately

arises. Asserted incompetence in the representation of civil clients
raises issues of discipline and malpractice liability for the incom-
petent lawyer and raises serious questions for the administration

5
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6of justice generally. Actual incompetence, where it exists, requires
more immediate remedies than the long term solution of rules for the
admission of new attorneys, as the Clare Committee recognized It

is possible, however, that the Committee used the term "incompetence"
in the sense of "inadequacy," a level of performance that does not
raise constitutional concerns but that is sufficiently_below par to ,

alarm serious observers.

Some published differences over the findings of fact and
recommendations of the Clare Committee include vigorous dfiagreements
with their basic findings as to the adequacy of representation in the
Federal District Courts. See, for example, the statement of Federal
District Judge Jack B. Weinstein to the Clare Committee. The Clare
Committee based ;its findings upon interviews with forty judges in the
Second Circuit. 'The summary of the results of those'findings suggests
that the interviews may not have been carefully structured's° as to
elicit from the interviewees in all cases careful distinctions between
levels of iBcompetence or inadequacy in their observations about lawyers
who appeardE before them.

This Committee's Assumption. These questions aside, whatever
may be a completelyobjective and accurate description of the quality
of representation in the federal district courts( we assume for purposes
of the re f74cif this memorandum that there is a sufficient inadequacy o
representation to require action. The question that we address is what
action should be taken; the answer to this'question necessarily4depends
on the causes of the deficiency.

The inadequate per ormance of-a trial advocate in the trial
of a case or in the ng of another matter before a judge may be
a product of one r more deficien'Cies on his part. The lawyer simply
may have spent inadequate time in'developing the facts, involved or in
_planning the presentation of the evidence at the hearing. The lawyer
may have an inadequate or incomplete understanding of the current-
substantive law applicable to the matter. The lawyer may have an
inadequate or incomplete understanding of the principal procedural
problems that will be encountered in the-court's handling of the
case. The lawyer may have an inadequate capacitylkoractice the
skills and art of advocacy. The lawyer may lack the capacity to
articulate clearly and concisely his theory of the client's cause
of action or defense and may lack the capacity-to relate the evidence
to his theories. It is readily apparent that not all of these defi-
ciencies arg remediable by additional training and education in taw

)school or fE CLE prograMs.

With respect to existing members of the bar who perform in
the federal district courts below the minimally acceptable level of
adequacy, there are several apParent'respotses. The'Clare Committee,
acknowledged that if the inadequacy is the result df failure to pre-
pare the case in question or a failure to be informed about how to
conduct a trial in the federal courts, disciplinary action by the
trial judge or other appropriate body may be warranted.

6
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Almost all observers of the process indicate ,most com-

plaints about attorneys from their clients involve - o communica-

tion with the client; it is difficult to tell how Matedf these

complaints raise legitimate concerns about the attorney's competence

in fulfilling duties on behalf of the client. See Justice (British

Sect. of Intl. gommin of Jurists), Complaints Against Lawyers 12

(1970); Association of. the Bair of the City of New York, Annual Report

of Committee on Grievances (1970).' These reports, as well as the

language of the Clare mittee itself, suggest that the most per-

vasive source of attor ey deficiency may be lack of diligsue-lather

than lack of educational preparation.

The critic 1 conclusion of the Clare Committee is that de-

ficiencies exist in he trial bar "attributable to lack of proper

training." The ComMittee acknowledges that it "has .no evidence

that the direct cause of the criticism is lack of knowledge of the

subject matters" required in the proposed rule. This absence of

evidence.May not be entirely the fault of the Committee since valid

data o'the sources of deficiencies will be difficult and costly to

obtain, and the Committee did not .have sufficient resources to un'der-

take a major investigation of what makes a trial lawyer succeed or fail.

To-leap. from a laCk of evidence to a drastic imposition of require-
ments on law school curricula, however, is a serious step that should

not be taken lightly, particularly when it is realized that this first

step could have extraordinarily faqmeaching implications for the en-

tire legal procession. A reasonable operating principle in matters

of this kind is that the proponents of change should bear the burden

of proof that both their diagnosis of the deficiencies of the present

system is accurate and complete and their reMedy is aptly designed

to remove effectively and, economically the deficiencies.

As we will discuss below, significant well-funded investi-

gations of the lawyering process are noel' being conducted and the
Association of American Law Schools is cooperating in those studies

with the bench and bar. It is hoped that these studies will pro=

duce the kinds of data that will all us to make reasoned choices

about the imposition of requirements either on law school curricula

or on practicing lawyers. Temperance and patience in such an impor-

tant undertaking are, we believe, virtues rather that delaying. tactics=,

Since we are concerned about the quality of advocacy in both
state and federal courts, and since we agree with those judges who
stated that there were no lawyers in whom therd was no room for im-

provement, we assume, as did the Clare Committee, that deficiencies

exist in the trial bar. We propose to continue working diligently
with both bench-tin] bar to identify sources of deficiencies and to
assist in finding remedies as they are shown'tolie appropriate.
-Nevertheless, we do object to-suggestions of a "cure" for a malady
whose symptoms are only incompletely identified and whose causes are

yet inadequately explored. p
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Summary pf. Alternative Requirements for Admission to Practice
in a Federal District Court

Before an examination is made in detail of the several al-
ternative rules for admission to practice in a federal district court,
it may be useful to summ rjze these alternatives in general terms..
The apparent alternatives are:

a) Admission Baked on Prior Admission to a State Bar.
T e v rtua y unanimous ru e of the fe era strict
courts currently is that a person must have been
admitted to pr ctice before the, courts of the
state, territory or'other jurisdiction in which
the federal count is situated. If the applicant
has been soadmt ted and is in good standing, he
or sh.e is admitted to the bar of the federal
district court. This rule delegates to the
state or other jurisdiction the responsibility for
determihirt the prospective- lawyer's competence.
Except for the half dozen states. that extend ehe
"diploma privilege" 'P:1 graduates of accredited
schools in their'states, this means that admis-
sion to practice in he federal district court
follows successful ne otiation of the,state-
administered written ar examination.

b) .Admission Based Upon P for Admission to a State
Bar and Study. of State Subjects. In addition
to requiring an applicant to have been admitted
to pr ce before elcourts-of the state, ter-
r'itory o other jur sdiction in which the federal
district court is .situated,' the court could re-
quire the applicant tOlhftve completed certain
stated subjects. This'lls the Clare Committee

rule. It is a modified form of th\ "diploma
privilege."

c) Admission Based Upon Prior Admission to a State
Bar and Apprebticeship in the Federal. District
Courts.. In addition requiring an applicant
to haysbeen admitted io practice before the
court's of the state, territory or other juris-
diction in which the federal district court is
situated, the court could require the applicant
to have been a successful participant (with a
temporary license for the purpose) in a specified
number of proceedings in a federal district court
in association with, or under the tutelage of, a
lawyeradmitEed to practice in the court.
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d) Conditional. Admission Subject to Evaluation by

the Judges. An applicant who has'been admitted
to practice before the courts of the state, ter-
ritory or other jurisdiction in which the federal
district court is situated could be granted a
conditional or limited admission. This admission
could be converted to an indefinite admission
Upon the lhwyer's receiving an appropriate num-
ber of satisfactory ratings by the federal dis-
trict judges before whom he or she has appeared.

e) Admission Based Upon Written ExaminatiOn. Ad-
- mission to practice in the federal' district

courts could be based upon admission to prac-
tice before the courts of the state, territory
or other jurisdiction in which the federal
district court is situated plus successful
completion of a written bar examination. The
examination for admission to practice before
the federal district court could deal with
a limited number of federal subjects.

Examination of the Alternative Requirements for Admission

TO explain our concerns with the Clare Committee proposal
and to identify areas for further study, we will examine each of the
alternatives summarized above. We recognize that there could be
various combinations of these alternatives. We do not describe and
analyze each of these. combinations; we hope that the discussion of
the alternative plans will suggest the policy questions and opera-
tional problems involved not only in these plans but also in the
various combinations and permutations thereof:

a) Admission by the state or territory in which the court
is located. .Since this is the prevailing rule in all the federal
district courts and its operation is familiar to 'all concerned we
need not discuss it further. It suffices. to note that the preffent
rule does not draw any substaptive distinction between practice in
the federal courts and practice in'the state courts. We do not
speak to the merits of the disWeement between the Committee and
Professor Charles Alan Wright over whether the -Courts of Appeal
have .the power to imp6se additional requirements, such as the
Clare recommendations. For purposes of exploring the various
alternatives, we assume that power to impoSe some form of additional
requirements exists.

, b) law School Course Requirements. The Clare Committee
recommended requiring five courses that relate to prattice and pro-
cedure in the federal courts. As an abstract prOposition, there
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..

can be little argument that students would be well advised to take
OeseLcourses. As a condition for admission to the bar, however,
the:requirement is,,-objectionable on several grounds.

g.st, any external, mandating law school courses
presents real d gers to legal education, If the trial courts can
in ist on,one.package of courses, then probate courts can designate
ano er package, and family courts another package. The Internal q

n Reven e Service and Tax Court could then indicate courses to be
taken by potential tax lawyers and,each.state's secretary of state
.could dictate the courses for corporate lawyers. Students would
find that they could not take the courses required for all of these
tribunals and would be forted to-choose a specialty before finishing
the basic law degree.

This "parade of horribles" perhaps overstates the case
slightly by emphasizing long-term effects, but even in the short run
some Severe consequences can occur.. Few students would wish to foreclose '-

the possibility of appearing in federal court some day and would there-
fore take the courses-required for admission to the federal bar. The
cost implications ±O. the law schools of every student's enrolling in
trial advocacy courses are not easily.specified but they would surely
be sizable. Dean Sovern of Columbia reported that the day after Pro-
fessor Rosenberg announced to his class the Second Circuit's endorse-
ment of the Clare Report, the law school was forced by student demand
to. go fnbm two sections of,trial.advocacy to five sections.

i
. l'

In addition to the cost implications, requiring a certain
packagelof-courses threatens. the integrity Of the educational process.
If a cgurt requires,a course, then it must have some interest in the
contentof the course. To ensure that the Trial Advocacy course has
the cor3tent that serves the objectives of the rule would seem to re-
quireAhe court to_audit periodically the teaching materials and teaching.
Officil control over a professor's teaching is not only repugnant to the
traditions of academic freedom but is also functionally impracticable
with More than 160 approved law schools throughout the country.

Geographical distribution is relevant in they context.
The districts embraced by the federal courts differ dely 'n the num-
ber and character,.of law schools as well as in'the pes of law prac-
ticed\Within them. If different districts were to e tablish different
reqUirements, then schools would not be able to prep re their students
foriadmission to'different courts. Instead of recog izing the in-
creasingly national character of our country, this a proach would

i sullt in restricting the opportunities of attorneys o move to o er
tisltricts. In addition, any rule of this type would probably require
an exception for attorneys who represent the feder 1 government since

tth se attorneys are hired,from all over the countr and are often
as ed to appear in courts'at opposite ends of the country. An excep-
ti n'for these attorneys, however.,-would raise' serious questions of
fairness and even-handedness.
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A colcrete example_ethe p ',cf problem that course

requirementscan pose for theschools an eir,graduates is Rule 13

'recently adopted by the-Indiana Supreme'Co t.' \fhlS'irule specifies

50 semester hours of course work (overhal le estadeht's courseload)
in 13 different subject areas that mutt- ha e beer(Collipleteld in law

school by a candidate for the Indiana Bar.ilThelao SO Os in Indiana
can adjust their curricula so that their lerings, 11 'emit their

graduates to meet the Court's requirementsthe stii ,nts. nrolled

l'O

in those schools are aware of thgprobab9 :Ities thiethey ay seek ad- .,

mission to the Indiana bar and 'are able -tO ake th4piticours choices

I accordingly. However, a moment's refleCti h will. Migeappa nt the

difficulties the Court's rule presents fdr*h
'Oools

O
L

d-their. tudentt
\

that are situated elsewhere. If.additiOnalkstatesreto tmpse .

their.own course requirements, it might?qQ4kly becoMe impbssibe for
the schools to prepare their students fOrithe bar examination in any .!;.:-

state other than the one in which_the sdh§o4 is located. This po en-N --

tial balkanization of the-legal professi0 4nd its effeCt,on the ,
...,.,.

mobility of lawyers runs counter to all tlialf

,century and potes an intolerable burdenlforthelaW isOpols,
Beytagh, Prescribed Courses as PrerequiSitei for TWilig BarEXaMina-
dons: Indiana's.Experiment in- ControltingLegal-Educatiohi..26. J.,Leg.

Ed. 449 (1974). In addressing this congprWthe Clareipmmittee
wat able to give only general assurancehtit the Judttlal Conference'
ofkthe United States should work with 1400sted partiesAo retard ,.

proliferation of additional course recgrOients.
,

.. ,if ,

1.

Both the Clare Committee Report and Indiana Rule 13 raise -

directly some Of the fears that- have underlain the longstanding insis-
tence Of legal education and the practicinOmr on examination by An
independent agencY as the means of admisSpon to the bard The July\
1971 ttatement of the American Bar AsiOiation's Cound0 of the Section
on Legal Education and Admissions tathe Bir and th'eAoard Of Managers
-of the National Conference of Bar Examfners deserves quOting'in full:

,t

"A half century ago the-AmeOtahiar.ASsoc ation
adopted standards for legaLed0Catioh, the second'
of which is as follows: .'41

.
. (

.., -
....

'The. American Bar Aoclation is of the opinion
that graduation from aliVtchocil should pot confer
the right of admission !to the/bar, and th't every .

candidate should be subjecOO an examin tion by
public authority to dete' ihe his fitne5 ..'.

A4.

L

The criticism of ba- examinations, w ich is
daily becoming more OeValent, makes it most

fOrappropriate the pounctl of the Sect on of
Legal Education pinfssions to the ar and
the Board of Managers of the National onference
of flay* Examinet to state their Opt0i n on the
matter of the to-called 'DiplOmOriv lege.'
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It is the position of the Council and Board
that the above quoted standard, adopted in 1921,
is as valid today perhaps more so with tOe
mobility"of law graduates as it was' at the
time and that every applicant for admission
to the Bar should be subjected to examination .

by public authority.

Very great progress has taken plAp6in the
caliber of legal education in the fifty years
intervening since 1921. In part the improve-
ment of legal &larion hays been the result of
experimentation i teaching techniqUes. Not
all such experiments have proved successful. '

Public authority should not dictate teaching c

techniques but it should make sure that all
applicants have the training necessary ade-
quately to serve the public upon their ad-

\mission.

Not only are law schools quite properly
experimenting in teaching techniqUes but they
are experimenting in curriculum content.
Again, public authority should not dictate
curriculum content but by examination should
determine that the content of the app 'cant's
education is such that upon,admissiolfhe will
be able adequately to serve the public. In

one of the jurisdictions where graduates of
certain law schools are admitted without
eomination, the Court found it necessary to '

a certain extent to dictate,the curriculum'
content of those schools - an unfortunate
limitation on th cational freedom of those
schools. . I

Bar Examinations themselves serve additional
functions. They encourage law graduates to
study subjects not takWin law school: They
require the applicant to review all he has
'learned in law school with a reOlt that he is
.made to realize the interrelation of the .various
divisions of the law -°to view the separate sub-
jeCt\courses which he took in law school as a
,related whole.' This the curriculum of most ,

law schools does. not achieve. Also it is the
first time many of the applicants will have
been examined by others thin those who taught
them, a valuable experience in preparation for
appearing before a completely strange judge.

w 1 2
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To reiterate, it is the position of the Council

and the Board of Managers that-there must be exam-

ination by public authority. This is not to say that

public authority must not be very careful in its,
examination procedure to make sure that it is ful-

filling its responsibilities. It should continually

strive. to make its methods of examination more Af-.

fective so that.the results will be the nondiscrim-'

inatory admission of none not qualified and the ex-

clusion of none qualified, even though this requires

the use of innovative examining techniques and con-

stant consideration of the ever changing needs of our

society. The necessity to train lawyers to repre-

sent all members of society is a continual challenge

to teachers of law and legal 4ducation. To test

this properly the examining authority can perform
effectively and satisfactorily only if it makes

responsive changes in its techniques.

In 4iscussing laW school imposition of procedure courses

as a prerequisite to Trial Advocacy courses, the Clare Committee asserts

tRat if these courses are preparations for moot court work then they
should equally, be required preparation for actual court work. Similarly,

in, .discussing the alternative of a Federal Bar Examination, the Com-

mittee asserts that the schools should obj6ct to a bar examination

just as to course requirements on the ground lhat, unless the courses

in examination subjects are worthless, the students are forced to take

these courses.

In these comments, the Committee's report seems to mis-

perceive important aspects of the process of legal education and, pet-

haps,even, of lawyering. Students and lawyers both learn a great deal

about practice and proCedure, as well as trial technique, while engaged

in study of various other subjects. Students learn evidence rulds and

procedure in their torts courses; they learn ttial technitluesin every

course that deals with subjects of.litigation; they learn about federal

jurisdiction in courses as different as taxation and constitutional law.

In short, the legal process is not the neat compartmentalized set of

rules that the Committee statement may suggest. The observation

that the law is a seamless web makes our point.
wit

It-iS precisely becaUse webelieve that we teach all nec=

essary subjects in many different ways under 'various titles that the

laWschools embrace state bar examinations as an insulation from im- .

position of specific course requirements by public authorities, For,

tunately, the American Bar Association has understood the dynamics.of
the- legal protess and education sufficiently to support this effort.

As a OtacticaT:matter, the Clare rule will have a greater
impact upon student choice.of courses than the usual state bar admissXon

rules specifying the subjects upon which the students will be examined.

13
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In this connection it might be noted that the Jackson and Gee study,
Bread and Butter?: EleCtive in American Le al Education (Council on
Legal Education for ProfeStiona Respons ility, 975 iscloses that
most students take almost all of the "bar subject" courses, whether
they are elective or not. The impact of the Clare specification of
subject matter will be even greater, since with respect to a given
bar examination subject a student may choose not to take the course
and instead learn enough to pass the examination through indepen-
'dent study or by taking a cram course.

While this influence upon course selection will have some.
general impact on course offerings and staffing of law schools, the
principal impact is the result of the Clare rule requirement on training
or education in trial advocacy. The original proposed rule would have
'required that training in trial advocacy take place in clinical programs
.dealing with live clients, 0 form of education that the law schools em-
brace, but which costs substantially more per student credit hour than
conventional modes of teaching, some suggest 3 to 5 times more. The
flare Committee is to be applauded for recognizing the utility of
classroom simulation techniques and changing the proposal to provide
for classroom courses in trial advocacy. These are not as expensive.

4Ost law schools now provide an offering in trial advocacy
but are not able to make it available to all students. The practical
effectof adoption of the Clare COmmittee proposal would be to require
the schools to reallocate their resources so as to make the described
trial advocacy training available to all students. This reorddring
of educational priorities by direction of an eAternal governmental
body troubles the law schools. The Clare Committee addresses these
concerns as follows:

While the law schools complain of the costs
involved in teaching Trial Advocacy, at the
same time they appahently have no difficulty
in funding courses in such subjects, as "Urban
Development," "Macro-economics and the Law,"
and "Psychoanalysis and the Law" (defined as
aa "study of the theory of psychoanalysis
nd its relevance (if any) to the law"),

We do not argue that these courses lack-
value, but we do consider that if the cotes
and the public are to be adequately served,
and if students are demanding training in
the technique of litigation and not getting
it then the priorities demand that the
necessary resources be diverted to and more
emphasis be placed on.trial advocady rather
than on more esoteric subjects.

A Aet has wisely observed that beauty is in the
eye of the beholder; perhaps there'is substantial truth in ob-
serving thht what is an esoteric, law course may also be in the

14 c
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eye of the beholder. Certainly there are law teachers who would agree
that.there are courses in their law school's curriculum (very unlikely

is it one they offer that may properly-be labelled "esoteric." There

may be substantial consensus that Torts, Property, Contracts, Constitu-
tional Law, Criminal Law and Procedure are core courses, but beyond
that one can find many reasonable legal educators and practitioner's
disagreeing over "what every law student should take". The above quoted .4
observations in the Committee's report fail to recognize that debate
over these curricular questions within the law schools and the pro-
fession is a healthy thing and that there should be no orthodoxy
established by rule of court. Resolution of this debat court rule
will reduce the ability of law schools to respond to the ch nging needs

of the profession and society. It should not be forgotten that the
Trial Advocacy courses praised by the Committee are themselves a rela-
tively recent innovation. If the Trial Advocacy course is set in ,

concrete as a requirement for admission to the bar, what unknown
innovations of the future may never come to pass because of the need
to staff the required courses? The loss to the profession may be
great and never known.

."1 The Clare Committee report repeatedly emphasizes, that

th courses it recommends are desirable, as the law schools them-
setves recognize, and therefore should be taken by all students who
wish to try cases. The differerite between "should" and "must,"
however, is great The federal .courts are not like potential em-
ployers as the Committee report suggests (analogizing to the Justice
Department's interviewing only students who have taken antitrust
courses). Whether a student wished to take the courses required to
'land a particular job is primarily the concern-of the student, who
has choices in the matter;'but specifying a list of courses as a
sine qua nonof practicing law is a direct- governmental imposition on
Theschoollthemselves. Our concern is not a simple claim of acad mic -
freedom as the Committee suggests. We db not profess to know more
about the needs of the trial bar than the federal courts, but we do
lay claim to the need for flexibility to deal with changing conditions

,and new technology more rapidly than would be possible jf operating
Nnder thestrictures of a,codrt-imposed curricular rule.

c) Apprenticeship. Admission to the federal district courts
could be conditioned on successful:participation in a stated number
df proceedings within a stated period of'time (such as one year) in
association with a lawyer admitted to practice before that court. The
Chicago Bar Association has established a "buddy system" for lawyers
appointed to represent indigents in criminal courts. The lawyer who
has not handled a criminal matter previously is assigned to assist
experienced criminal defense lawyers in the trial of cases until he:
or she is sufficiently experienced to go it alone. Apprenticeships
exist in fact if not in name in the larger law firms. It is also
common practice for-a fledgling sole practitioner to seek the sus-
tained guidance of an experienced attorney. None of these systems,
however, is expected to be a condition Of admission to the bar.
Each is a method for insuring quality Of riiiresebtation by one who
is already a member of the bar.

15
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A

When apprenticeship has been attempted as,a condition for
admission to the bar, it has had unfortunate results. New Jersey and
PennSylvania until recently imposed apprenticeship requirements but .
abandoned them on. finding that they did not we satisfactorily and
tended to drive down the income of the young lIwyer to such a point,,
that the apprenticeship resulted in exploitation in many cases. rf
association of an experienced lawyer on cases handled by an inexperienced
attorney.could be imposed following the'attorney's admisssion to the.bar,
the exploitation problem might be eased, but other problems remain. There
are'not likely to-be enough highly skilled practitioners willing to serve
as mentors in an apprenticeship system compared to the high number of
persons seeking to qualify as apprentices; and these practitioners may
not.be able to.give as much time to instructing,the apprentices as
they hoped. The bulk of the "supervising" is likely to be handled by less
capable attorneys who need whatever income may be gaihed from sharing
in the small fees earned by young attorneys, thus perpetuating the lower
level of skills of these attorneys.

.

d) Evaluation by Judges, There are' a variety of approaches
that could be related to this technique, including conditional initial
admission to the bar with full licensing depedent on satisfactory per-
formance in. a given number of proceedings. For example, a temporary
3-year license could be given, with permanent admission being dependent
on obtaining passing marks from judges/in at least five proceedings during
the period. A substantial defect in this form of conditional admission '

is that it 'creates severe pressure on the attorney to solicit cases or
take cases to court that should be .settled, all :for the purpose o
handling the requisite number of proceedings within the estblished time
limit. In addition, this type of rule would_makeit difficult fon,the
judge to eliminate personality or attitude differences from the decision ./

of who should.practice before him or-her, a problem that might be par-
ticularly acute in small districts.

- ,

Routine grading after admission of lawyers by. judges is
feasible if the consequences of the attorney's achieving a low grade are
that he or she must enroll in sqdie form of refresher course on trial
techniques. Continuing legal education is now so widespread that no
stigma need be 'attached to.being told by a judge that one needs additional°
work. Objections-to judicial evaluation of attorneys are that it cobld
be largely perfunctory and tend to be pass-fail; that it makes possible
retribution by thefew judges who have. personal animosities against
certain lawyers (or, at least, that lawyers might perceive this possi-
bility and therefore moderate the level of presentation of their clients'
interests), that the process would be costly to all parties including
the clients who must ultimately pay for .the continuing legal education
of their lawyers, that public disclosure &f One bad rating could un-
fairly hurt a lawyer's reputation but that the public is entitled to
this information, and finally that the general level of tension be-
tween bench and baf (particularly in the case of young and minority
lawyers) .could be/unduly heightened.

Assuming that evaluation's of lawyers could be made on
a routine basis after resolving the above objections, then the sanction
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fo a loW rating must be carefully considered. There are some poor

p formances that should result in'disbarment, but should the judge

b: allowed to make this decision alone? As suggested above, the usual'

course would be to. refer the matter to a bar association grievance

ommittee. Due process requires at least notice and a hearing prior to

4isbarment, and a judicial evaluation system will not itself meet this

requirement. It is adequate as a triggering device but not as a dev ce

for making major decisions abOut the property-like interest of an

attorney in his license. On the gth r hand; the 'attorney who is t

"incompetent,' but who needs some ad itional work might be counseled by

the judge to take Whatever steps a appropriate. If the'judge has

discretion to recommend that the la yer take a particular CLE course,
tread a'.certain book,or prepare bet er, as the case may be, then the

system.may not be sUfficiently"form 1 to be of much efficacy. Without.

this-fjexibilitY 'however, the system becomes punitive in character,
ncOhe objections mentioned above take on more dimension.

e) Examination. The conventional basis for testing a can-

didate's. cgmpetence for admission to the har'is his or her successful

completion of a written examination. Historically, the bar examina-

tion has beed quite similar to the conventional law school problem-_

solving discussion question. A relatively recent developmept is the
adoption of a multiple7choiteexamination by over 40 states and other

jurisdictions: The Multistate BarlExamination is prepared by the ,

National Conference of Bar Examiners with technical assistance of the
Educational Testing Service. Judge'Malcolm D. Wilkey and Mr. John'
Germany of Florida (chairman of the National Conference of Bar Examiners)
havetproposed.that a federal bar examination be instituted to serve as

a basis for admission to all federal courts. See Wilkey, A,Bar Examina-'

tion for Federal. Courts, 61 A:B.A.J. 1091 (1975). Mr. Germany proposes

that the multiple-choice format developed for the Multistate Bar Examina-
tion be used, and that applicants be tested on three.to five federal
subjects.

It can.be argued that a paper-and-pencil test, whether discussion
type or multiple-choice, does not-adequately test for advocacy skills,

such as the,use of evidence as opposed to the formal rules surrounding
its introduction. the Clare Committee apparently judged that tests were
unsuitable for this purpose,but it is possible that the Committee did
not fully explore some recent developments in this field. Programmed.in-

structien, such as Professor Robert E. Keeton's efforts forthe National
Instituteof Trial Advocacy, could use a transcript or filmed courtroom
proceeding and individual computer consoles through which a student can

change the course of the proceedingS by interposing objections or new
evtdende. Thus far, these techniques have been limited to instruction,
butthey may be adaptable for testing purposes.

Of the skills needed for trial advocacy, many seem easily

testable. In this category are the application of procedural and
evidentiary rules, opening and closing arguments and preparation .of

- jury charges an' court findings. The skills that.might elude testing

are examinatidn nd cross-examination of witnesses, which ares.often
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said to be skills possessed in high degree bponly a handful of lawyers.
Further exploration should be Made to determine whether some form of
tespting that can be administered objectively to large numbers of
applicants could be developed to serve this purpose.

An examination might be particularly attractive if it
were administered after the attorney has been-admitted to the federal

bar for a period of, for example, one year. This technique would

separate the examination from the state'bar examinations and would'
allow the young.attorney to pursue either an apprenticeship arrange-;
ment or post-law-school education in preparing for.the examination..
Since the examination would be designed to. test for skills of advocacy
rather:than formal learning, it could be administered to all members
of the federal liar periodically (.g. every five years), should that

be, found desirablev To avoid the'due process problems mentioned
above, it would probably be.besefor the consequenceS of the exam
ination to be referral to continuing legal educetion rather than
withdrawal of the previously acquired right to practice.,

It is worth noting that an examination. in trial advocacy
techniques, if not' administered 'as part of a general bar examination,
is a clear step toward separation of the legal profession into com-

'
parrmentalized specjalties,and may be objectionable from that stand-

point alone.

Response of the Bar and Bench to Incompetence

k

Bothrthe practicinebar and the'judiciary have fash ned

.responses tdthe public's need for competent legal counsel, but e

is reason-tcOelieve that these responses have not been adequately

implemented. In criminal cases, the Sixth AMendment:demands competerit
counsel; it is the judge's responsibility to discharge incompetent
counsel from a'case. In civil cases, the theoretical. underpinnings
are less clear but the judge's responsibility, to prevent a client's

interests from being completely subverted is similar. The tIpprts4

were, at common law, entitled to determine who comes before them as

an advocate. Much of the initial stages of this function has beep
delegated by, rule or statute to the organized bar. When a judge

unable to secure adequate performance by cajoling'orthreatening an
attorney, it becomes the responsibility of the bar to police itself

and remove title incompetent attorney.

The most searching study to date of the problem of
lawyer competencekis.contained in flarks & Cathcart, Discipline Within
the Legal Profession: Is it Self-Replation?, 1974 IT). L. forum 193.
The authors interviewed the professional staff of most bar associa-
tions and studied the statistical, data on lawyer discipline. They note

that the "professionals in the disciplinary, agencies insist-that they

are unable to deal with issues'of competence." Id. at 226. The reasons

most often cited are inadequate,staff for inVestigetion of these
difficult. cases and lack of well-defined criteria for competence,;
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Their observations are summed up as follows: "We have seen that

clients complain chiefly abou 'matters Oching on performance,

while the agencies to which ey compla Cconcern themselves almost
exclusively with miscondu . Even when aAisciplinary agency accepts,

\\

' jurisdiction over a complaint about performance, the investigation*
is more apt to result in a search for moral deviance or fault than '

for substandard practice of law." Id. at 225.

The Response of Legal 'Education- ,
a

The law schools recognize that they have an obligation to
cooperate with their colleagues on the bench and at the practicing
bar irLimproving the quality of advocacy as well as the quality of'
all other.facets of the provision of legal services. Toward that end
we ore. engaged ill active studies of the legal profession and .legal

education. As noted above, there maybe several areas in which attorney
skills could be improved; and there islittle reason tp ptfrsue one 4

Without the others.. Nevertheless, il would not be appropriate to
'impose requirements'in any area without taking into account the
results of these studies as they come available.

The American Bar Foundation has embarked on a major study of
legal education and has over a,dozen special projects underway. Of,par-

ticuler interest to the-current topic is the project on Legal Educa-
tion and Professional DevelopMent of Lawyers, which is working with SOO
lawyers representative of the profession to produce articulated state;-'
ments of the effects of legal education on the development Of lyawyerS
and how law schools can meet the requirements of contemporary Taw
practice. A final report of the project is due in mid-1976. The

Foundation has also funded several small Projects by 'independent in-
Vesttgators that link with t general research. effort.

''At the initiative of the ,Law ScHOol Admission Council, the
Competent Lawyer Stydy was launched in 1973';',,TheNational Conference
of Bar Examiners, American Bar Fountiation and Assoctation of
American Law Schools'have cooperated and contribu e . Among other
things this project contemplates identifying the qu lities that account
for competent professional 'performanceand eventually iscovering the
contribution that legal, education may make to a lawyer capacity to '

perform competently. Tiit results of this study may be e remely .impor-

tant for legal education and the bar, and the initial riP 't`s are clue

to be-tompleted this year.

The ASsociation of American Law Schools is cooperati with
these studies. The basic goal of all these studies is to identi
the attributes of competent legal'practice and relate thowelemen
to the educational process. When these fattors.are identified,
we will be in a better position to determine the precise reSponse of

. legal edUcafion to the problems of trial advocacy. In the Meantime,
the law schools need the protection of their historical indeOndence
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and educational judgment that has been afforded by the absence of
officially dictated course requirements. Therefore, we oppose adop-
tion of the Clare Committee recommendations at this time. We lean

toward exploring the possibilities of a federal bar examination and
propose to study the feasibility of this device.

Summary

The general objectives of the Clare Committee are widely
shared. This committee and virtually all other-legal educators are
seriously interested In the improvement of the quality of legal
services, including provision of adequate representation of clients
in the federal district courts. At the present time,'IldWetbr, we
are not prepared to agree with the Clare Committee report's diagnosis
of the causes of deficiencies in trial advocacy in the federa'l_disw',
trict courts or with its prescription for remedying the described
deficiencies. Assuming that the courts should take additional steps
now to insure more adequate representation by .changing the rules for
admission to practice in the federal district courts, we are persuaded
that a federal bar examination is the more promising method.

The Clare Committee recommends sthat admission to practice
in the-federal district courts in the Secodd Circuit be'limited to
those who have studied five subjects, including trial advocacy, in
law school or after graduation In approved continuing legal education
programs. Practical considerations make it highly probable thatal-
most every informed and prudent law student in the-country would seek
to complete these requirements while in law school. The practical
effect, then, of adoption of these recommendations would be to require
the law schools to offer and the students to take the required sub-
jects. Before the courts by rules of admission interfere in this
way with, the fheedowof choice by the students and their law gschools,
it should, be demonstrated that this step'-ivnecessary and that no
otheI method holds realistic promise for better attaining the ob-
jective. We do not believe that casOah been made. Since 1921 the
written bar-examination plus graduation from an accredited law school
has been endorsed by the American Bar` Association as the preferred
means for determining admission to the bar. We chi not fully under-
stand why this means was rejected in this case.

The Clare Committee has performed a service to the prqfession
and to legal education in calling attention to the importance of im-
proving the quality of representation in the courts and in suggesting,
the contribution that the teaching of trial advocacy-in law sch ls

can make. Law schools are interested not onlyjn educating the r
students-in the law Out also to the extent feasible in training them
in the lawyering skills. It may be hoped that.the attention foc ed
on this matter by the Clare Committee will help generate the addi onal

resources'needed.
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There are several studies-now underway and in the planning
stages that pnallnise to tell us in a systematic way more about the
various lawyering tasks, including trial advocacy, and the contri-
butions that legal education can make to the education and training
of lawyers. The Competent Lawyer'Study'being undertaken by a con-7
sortium headed by the Law School Admission Council and including
the National Conference of Bar Examiners and our Association and
an American Bar Foundation study seem especially promising. Among

other things, these studies may produce more complete and precise
data on the sources of deficiencies of trial advocates and identify
how the law schools can contribeip,more effectively to skillful
representation in the courts. mdd with these data, some future
committee of judges, practitioners and teachers may be able to
'fashion a more apt solution.
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